Introducing the

The Samsung Galaxy Watch Active2 is designed to help you learn more so you can achieve more. It goes beyond tracking
steps and calories to offer actionable insights on everything from your running style to your heart rate.¹ Connect seamlessly
via Bluetooth to your favorite apps so you can keep moving and a sleek, all-new design means you can wear the Galaxy
Watch Active2 everywhere from the gym to the pool to your bed.

Better insights to reach your
fitness goals
Get more out of every mile thanks to built-in pace coaching
on the Galaxy Watch Active2. Its advanced sensors keep your
pace to help you better achieve your run goals.²,³

Comfortably sleek
The Galaxy Watch Active2 is light enough to wear anywhere
comfortably. It comes in aluminum or stainless steel and with
a variety of faces, bands and finishes so it goes with anything.

Keep your beat.
You can see if your heart rate is where you want it with
Galaxy Watch Active2. Get automatically alerted if your
watch detects a high or a low heart rate.¹

Level up your downtime.
Galaxy Watch Active2’s built-in sleep tracker offers valuable
insights on how to get a better night’s sleep. It also monitors
your stress level and helps you recenter with the integrated
Calm app.¹

Battery built for endurance
The Galaxy Watch Active2’s long-lasting battery can go for
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Colors

44mm Bluetooth model

40mm Bluetooth model

Watch Case
Aqua Black

Cloud Silver

Pink Gold

Watch Case
Aqua Black

Cloud Silver

Pink Gold

Strap
Aqua Black

Cloud Silver

Pink Gold

Strap
Aqua Black

Cloud Silver

Pink Gold

Display

1.4" Super AMOLED
Gorilla® Glass DX + (2.5D Front + 3D Back Glass)
360 x 360

1.2" Super AMOLED
Gorilla® Glass DX + (2.5D Front + 3D Back Glass)
360 x 360

Processor

1.15 GHz Dual-Core

1.15 GHz Dual-Core

Memory

0.75GB RAM
4GB internal storage

0.75GB RAM
4GB internal storage

Connectivity

Wi-Fi: 802.11 b/g/n
2.4 GHz
Bluetooth v5.0

Wi-Fi: 802.11 b/g/n
2.4 GHz
Bluetooth v5.0

Battery

340 mAh

247 mAh

Dimensions

44mm x 44mm x 10.9mm

40mm x 40mm x 10.9mm

Weight

30g

26g

Sensors

8 LED photo plethysmography (PPG),
electrocardiogram (ECG), accelero (32g),
gyro, barometer, ambient light

8 LED photo plethysmography (PPG),
electrocardiogram (ECG), accelero (32g),
gyro, barometer, ambient light

Strap
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¹This device and related software are not intended for use in the diagnosis of disease or other conditions, or in the cure, mitigation, treatment or prevention of disease. 2This device passed military specification (MILSTD-810G) testing against a subset of 10 specific conditions, including drops from 4.9 feet, extreme temperatures, dust, shock/vibration, and low pressure/high altitude. ³Water-resistant up to 50 meters per ISO
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